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H I G H L I G H T S  

• PSI and SN showed similar results in margins, bone cut accuracy, local recurrence and functional reconstruction scores. 
• A planned bone margin from tumour of 5 mm was safe for bone resections. 
• Soft tissue margin cannot be planned. 
• Long osteotomies, homogenous bone topology and restricted working spaces reduced accuracy of both techniques. 
• In urgent cases, SN is more indicated to avoid PSI production time, while PSI has the advantage of less intraoperative using time. 
• They deemed similar technical intraoperative complications rate and demanding learning curve.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Patient specific instrumentation (PSI) and intraoperative surgical navigation (SN) can significantly help in 
achieving wide oncological margins while sparing bone stock in bone tumour resections. This is a systematic 
review aimed to compare the two techniques on oncological and functional results, preoperative time for surgical 
planning, surgical intraoperative time, intraoperative technical complications and learning curve. The protocol 
was registered in PROSPERO database (CRD42023422065). 1613 papers were identified and 81 matched criteria 
for PRISMA inclusion and eligibility. PSI and SN showed similar results in margins (0–19% positive margins 
rate), bone cut accuracy (0.3–4 mm of error from the planned), local recurrence and functional reconstruction 
scores (MSTS 81–97%) for both long bones and pelvis, achieving better results compared to free hand resections. 
A planned bone margin from tumour of at least 5 mm was safe for bone resections, but soft tissue margin couldn’t 
be planned when the tumour invaded soft tissues. Moreover, long osteotomies, homogenous bone topology and 
restricted working spaces reduced accuracy of both techniques, but SN can provide a second check. In urgent 
cases, SN is more indicated to avoid PSI planning and production time (2–4 weeks), while PSI has the advantage 
of less intraoperative using time (1–5 min vs 15–65 min). Finally, they deemed similar technical intraoperative 
complications rate and demanding learning curve. Overall, both techniques present advantages and drawbacks. 
They must be considered for the optimal choice based on the specific case. In the future, robotic-assisted re-
sections and augmented reality might solve the downsides of PSI and SN becoming the main actors of bone 
tumour surgery.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Resections with negative margins might be challenging to obtain, 
especially when anatomy is complex as in pelvis or in juxta-articular 
regions [1]. 

Recently developed technologies allowed the introduction of two 

surgical techniques that can significantly help in achieving negative 
surgical margins while preserving as much function as possible: patient 
specific instrumentation (PSI) and intraoperative surgical navigation 
(SN) (Fig. 1 a, b, c − 2) [2,3 4–7]. PSI are guides created through 3D 
printing using CT or MRI performed pre-operatively, and then applied 
during the surgical procedure to precisely guide the bony cuts. SN is an 
intraoperative technology using sensors that allow to see, on a computer 
screen, where the cut should be performed, enabling a precise resection 

Fig. 1. a, 1b, 1c: PSI planning of osteotomy plan and cutting guide positioning. a. MRI planning of the cut with safety margins (on the left) and 3D planning of 
the resection with osteosarcoma in red (on the right). b. PSI 3D osteotomies planning in a proximal tibia, with tumour in red. c. 3D planning of the cutting guides for a 
proximal tibia tumour resection (medial view on the left and anterior view on the right). No soft tissue planning has been made with potential intraoperative 
drawbacks for jig’s proper fit. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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based on a CT and/or MRI preoperative plan, with or without intra-
operative CT scan (Fig. 3 a, b) [2 5,8].Fig. 2.. 

1.2. Rationale 

Both PSI and SN are deemed to be suitable in obtaining negative 
resection margins for bone sarcomas, and both provide the possibility to 
precisely reconstruct the defect [2,5,7,9]. However, it is still not clear if 
one is superior compared to the other in terms of oncological and 
functional outcomes. Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to sys-
tematically review the literature to compare the two techniques focusing 
on results provided on oncological margins and functional assessment. 
Features as preoperative time of surgical planning, surgical intra-
operative time, intraoperative complications, and learning curve are 
also investigated. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Protocol and registration 

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the 
PRISMA guidelines [10] as well as the Cochrane Collaboration Guide-
lines [11]. The protocol was registered in the PROSPERO database 
(CRD42023422065) on the 28th of May 2023. 

2.2. Search strategy 

PubMed and EMBASE databases were queried independently by two 
authors (AB and CDB) from January 2010 to November 2022 for papers 
on Patient Surgical Instrumentation (PSI) and Surgical Navigation (SN) 
for bone tumor resection. Authors specifically searched for papers 
dealing with oncological margins, restoration of function, preoperative 
time of surgical planning, surgical intraoperative time, intraoperative 
complications, and learning curve. 3D- Cutting guides AND bone tu-
mours AND margins, patient specific instrumentation AND sarcoma, 
patient specific instrumentation AND bone tumors, surgical navigation 
AND margins were keywords used in Boolean search. Titles and Ab-
stracts have been independently screened to identify studies that 
potentially met inclusion criteria. Subsequently full-text screening has 
been independently assessed for inclusion. Disagreements/conflicts 

regarding study eligibility have been reviewed by an independent 
assessment of a third authors (DMD) and subsequent discussed with the 
other two authors for definitive decision. Authors have been initially 
blinded to eligibility decisions, but blinding has not occurred after the 
final decision and for articles requiring discussion. In addition to 
database-searching cross-referencing has been also used to identify 
eligible publications. 

2.3. Study selection 

Papers dealing with PSI and SN for orthopaedic bone tumour 
resection published from January 2010 to November 2022 have been 
searched. 1613 papers were initially identified and 81 of them matched 
criteria for inclusion and eligibility. PRISMA flowchart of search and 
paper inclusion is reported in Fig. 4. Due to different anatomy and po-
tential different results in terms of oncological margins and functional 
outcomes, we divided our analysis based on the location of the tumour 
between long bones and pelvis. 

2.4. Data extraction 

Standardized pre-built data extraction forms have been utilized. Data 
extraction has been performed independently by two authors (AB and 
CDB) and any discrepancy has been resolved through discussion, with 
the involvement of a third author (DMD) where necessary. Data 
extraction included but is not limited to: study details, study aim, study 
design, patient characteristics & outcomes, results and utility of the 
patient specific instrumentation’s or surgical navigation’s tools. 

2.5. Risk of bias assessment 

Risk of bias assessments has been conducted independently by two 
authors (AB and CDC) using RoB 2 (Version 2 of the Cochrane risk-of- 
bias tool for randomised trials) for Randomised-Controlled Trials and 
ROBINS-I for the risk of bias in non-randomised studies of interventions. 
The result of risk of bias assessment is reported in Fig. 5 a, b. 

2.6. Strategy for data synthesis 

This systematic review provides a synthesis regarding the use of 
patient specific instrumentation and surgical navigation for bone tumor 
resection. Quantitative synthesis has been performed when enough 
eligible studies and adequate homogeneity in patients and treatments 
were provided, and outcome measures was present. 

2.7. Subgroup analysis 

Subgroup analysis has been conducted to examine the effects of 
patient-specific instrumentation or surgical navigation resection in two 
distinct subgroups: subgroup 1 consisted of patients undergoing in-
terventions on long bones, and subgroup 2 comprised patients under-
going interventions on the pelvis. This analysis has been conducted 
solely for the assessment of the main outcomes (oncological margins and 
function of the reconstruction) and didn’t include the evaluation of 
secondary outcomes. In subgroup 1, patients who receive patient- 
specific instrumentation or surgical navigation resection for long bone 
interventions were compared to each other and, when possible, to those 
who underwent standard instrumentation or conventional resection 
methods. The primary objective was to investigate the impact of these 
advanced techniques on the main outcomes of interest. Similarly, sub-
group 2 involved patients who underwent patient-specific instrumen-
tation or surgical navigation resection specifically for pelvic 
interventions. A comparison was made between these subgroups and, 
when possible, with patients who underwent standard instrumentation 
or conventional resection approaches. The primary goal was to explore 
the influence of these advanced techniques on the main outcomes of 

Fig. 2. Intraoperative use of the PSI Proximal tibia resection (medial view) of 
an osteosarcoma using PSI. The jig has been fixed to the bone using positioning 
pins as planned. Jig positioning has been difficult due to the presence of un-
planned soft tissues in the posterior part of the tibia (in particular the posterior 
cruciate ligament). 
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interest. The subgroup analysis aimed to provide additional insights into 
the differential effects of patient-specific instrumentation or surgical 
navigation resection in patients undergoing interventions on long bones 
and pelvis. By considering these subgroups separately, we aimed to 
enhance the precision and accuracy of our findings, thereby contributing 
to a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of these advanced 
techniques on the main outcomes. 

3. Results 

3.1. Oncological margins 

3.1.1. Long bones 
16 studies provided information on oncological margins after 

resection using PSI and SN; only 2 studies focused on PSI, compared to 
14 focusing on SN. Resections resulted in negative margins in all PSI and 
SN studies considered [3,12–21]. At follow up, the study of Staats et al. 
on SN reported one local recurrence (4%) [22], lower than the 9% re-
ported by Albergo et al [13,22]. No studies reported local recurrence in 
long bones for PSI. From these results the two techniques can be 
considered equivalent in providing negative margins in long bones 
tumour resections; however, the rate of local recurrence was reported 
only by a small number of studies. 

With regards to cutting accuracy, the vast majority of the studies 
reported similar results between PSI and SN, ranging from 0.3 mm to 4 
mm of accuracy compared to the planned, with most studies showing a 
mean cutting error less than 2 mm [12,19,20,22–26]. The highest mean 
cutting error (7 mm) has been reported in the SN study of Lim et al. on 
proximal humerus resection [21]. Overall, the two techniques deemed 
to have similar accuracy in long bones tumour resections. 

3.1.2. Pelvis 
24 studies analyzed PSI and SN with regards to oncological margins 

in pelvic resections, 9 on PSI and 18 on SN, with 3 studies comparing the 
two. All studies comparing PSI or SN against free hand resection 
demonstrated better margins and lower recurrence rates (28–35% is the 
bone recurrence rate for a free hand resection in pelvis vs 18–23% of SN 
and 0% of PSI) [8 37]. Negative margins have been presented by the 
majority of papers both for PSI and SN, but compared to long bones, 
there are more studies showing intralesional resections ranging from 4% 
to 19%, [13,27–30]. The two techniques deemed to be equivalent in 
providing negative margins also in pelvic resections, as well as superior 
to the free hand resection that reaches a rate of positive margin up to 
50% [28]. 

Despite similar results on negative margins, the rate of local recur-
rence is higher in SN studies, ranging from 13% to 23%, while no PSI 

Fig. 3. a, 3b. SN intraoperative CT, planning and reconstruction a. Intraoperative CT reconstruction of the SN system. On the left, axial view: in pink, the tumour 
in the right pubic ramus close to the acetabulum. The outer pink line is the 5 mm planned safety margin. In red, the osteotomy line. In green, the drill. In white, the 
direction of the osteotomy. On the right, sagittal view of the planned osteotomy. The surgeons are therefore able to see where they are going to perform the navigated 
osteotomy using the CT reconstruction. b. SN osteotomies planning (on the left) and postoperative radiological result after allograft reconstruction (on the right). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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study reported bone recurrence [6,27,29]. However, neither PSI nor SN 
provided any benefit on soft tissue margin and recurrence when the 
tumour invaded soft tissues as well: Bosma et al. showed no difference 
for soft tissue margin comparing SN to free hand technique (R0 in 50% 
vs 54%), stating that soft tissue margins appeared to not be influenced 
by navigation resection [28]. This is similar to the experience showed by 
Gouin et al., who showed a positive margin on iliac vessels after PSI 
resection due to impossibility of planning a soft tissue margin [31]. 
Albergo et al. showed that on 57 patients with pelvic tumours, SN pro-
vided 100% negative bone margins, but 2 soft tissue positive margins 
and 22% of local recurrence [13]. Similarly, Nandra et al. in 23 patients 
with pelvic tumour SN resections showed negative margins in all cases 
with no bone recurrences, but 35.1% of soft tissue recurrence at a mean 
long-term follow up of 59 months; thus, the Authors encourage wide 

resection margins over compromising resections for preserving function 
[32]. Fujiwara et al. found 8% of positive soft tissue margin using SN 
[29]. Therefore, both PSI and SN are equivalent in not providing any 
benefit on soft tissue margin, but PSI seemed to have less local re-
currences compared to SN. 

The majority of studies reported similar accuracy between PSI and 
SN in pelvic tumour resections; the mean cutting error ranged from 0.8 
mm to 4 mm, being usually less than 2 mm [8,33–37]. 

In the study of De Paolis et al. on PSI, the guide positioning error was 
8 mm in 20% of the patients, often related to the length of the osteotomy 
as a longer cut can suffer more of potential errors of saw inclination on 
the entry point, compared to a shorter cut; despite no oncological or 
reconstruction drawback reported in the study, this result outlines the 
critical importance of avoiding the use of PSI in large pelvic tumours, as 

Fig. 4. PRISMA flowchart of search and studies selection.  
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stated by the Authors [38]. 
The importance of bone topology is critical for SN as well. Stoll et al. 

showed a mean measurement registration error of 12 ± 6.52 mm 
compared to planned, significantly more than the “system reported 
error” (SRE) of 0.68 ± 0.15 mm; this was due to the technical accuracy 
of the navigation system and to the limit intrinsic to the manual regis-
tration of bony landmarks during surgery [39]. Therefore, length of the 
osteotomy, restricting working space and bone topology are critical is-
sues both for PSI and SN. 

3.2. Reconstruction 

3.2.1. Long bones 
11 studies focused on functional results after PSI (6 studies) or SN (5 

studies) resection in long bones. 5 studies considered prosthetic recon-
struction and 6 biological ones, with 3 of them in adults and the 
remaining 3 in children. The Musculoskeletal Tumour Society Scoring 
System was the most used scoring system (8 studies), followed by the 
Society of Limb Salvage Score (1 study) [40]. 

In adults, Wong et al. showed excellent MSTS scores with PSI on 8 
patients: 29 (97%) at 41 months of follow up [23]. High scores have 
been stated by Ding et al. too, with 8 excellent and 4 good outcomes in 
12 patients with around knee SN tumour resection and endoprosthetic 
reconstruction using Society of Limb Salvage Score [41]. Functional 
results of 80% on MSTS scale have been reached by Ippolito et al. for 
unicondylar PSI resection and reconstruction with custom made uni-
condylar knee hemiarthroplasty in their 4 patients case series [42]. 
Considering shoulder salvage surgery followed by prosthetic recon-
struction, in 7 patients who underwent SN proximal humerus tumour 
resection, Li et al. reported a MSTS of 92%, being one of the few studies 
assessing function after upper limb SN resection [21]. The same Author 
reported an MSTS of 89% after juxta-articular tumour resection in other 
6 patients with osteosarcoma in humerus (3 patients), tibia (2 patients) 
and femur (1 patient) [19]. Therefore, neither PSI or SN resections seem 
to provide better functional performance compared to each other, both 
yielding to high functional scores when followed by prosthetic 
reconstruction. 

Just one study focusing on biological reconstruction in adults pro-
vided MSTS score: in 5 patients with around knee multiplanar osteoto-
mies for chondrosarcoma resection, Aponte-Tinao et al. showed 97% of 
MSTS score [25]. However, other studies considered adult biological 
reconstruction focusing on non-union rates: in the review of Gasparro 
et al. non-union rate reached 25% for osteotomy in long bones in a series 
of 6 patients and allograft reconstruction after PSI resection [16]. The 
rate of non-union reported by Aponte-Tinao et al. is instead of 6% in a 
series of 69 patients with long bones tumour resection with SN and 
massive allograft reconstruction [24]. However, due to the low number 
of studies considering adult biological reconstruction it is not possible to 

state if one technique can be considered superior to the other, either for 
functional score and non-union rates. 

With regards to pediatric reconstructions, Li et al. in their study using 
SN reported an MSTS of 26.7 (89%) after a mean follow up time of 25.2 
months [20]. In pediatric juxta-articular tumour resection with PSI 
resection, Li et al. have reported a MSTS of 27.1 (90%) at 40.5 months 
follow up using biological reconstruction, without any case of non-union 
[18]. This MSTS result was similar to the 27.6 (92%) reported by Kim 
et al. in the same kind of patient with PSI [17]. The three studies re-
ported equivalent results for the two techniques in pediatric biological 
reconstructions; however, data are not enough for a definitive 
conclusion. 

3.2.2. Pelvis 
7 studies analyzed functional scores after pelvic resection, 4 on PSI 

and 3 on SN. 4 studies focused on prosthetic reconstruction (2 for PSI 
and 2 for SN), 2 PSI studies on allograft reconstruction and 1 SN on 
resection sparing the acetabulum followed by no reconstruction. 

Considering prosthetic reconstruction, the MSTS results of PSI 
studies is 90% when reconstruction is performed with 3D printed custom 
made prosthesis [38]. Superior results have been shown in studies using 
SN: 93% of MSTS score after SN pelvic resection followed by prosthetic 
reconstruction has been reported by Wong et al. in 21 patients operated 
between 2006 and 2009 with a mean follow up of 31 months [37]. In 
periacetabular resections and reconstruction with ice-cone prosthesis, 
Fujiwara et al. stated that functional scores were better when navigation 
was used in 33 patients reconstructed (MSTS 73%), compared to non- 
navigated resections (MSTS 55%) [30]. Once again, due to the low 
number of studies it is not possible to clearly state if one technique is 
superior to the other for pelvic prosthetic reconstruction. 

When allograft reconstruction is performed after a pelvic resection 
using PSI, Evrard et al. reported satisfactory bone to bone contact; this is 
further supported by the study of Cernat et al., where cutting guides 
were also used for shaping the pelvic bone allograft [34,43]. In these 
studies, however no functional score is reported. No studies reported 
functional scores for SN resection followed by allograft reconstruction. 
While, for avoiding any reconstruction and sparing the weightbearing 
acetabulum in periacetabular tumours, Lam et al. showed that SN can 
provide an MSTS of 28 (93%) after resection, but no studies using PSI 
have investigated this type of resection [44]. No comparison is therefore 
possible for allograft reconstruction and joint sparing resection. 

3.2.3. Preoperative time of surgical planning, surgical intraoperative time, 
intraoperative complications, and learning curve 

Considering preoperative planning time, 3 to 4 weeks were usually 
needed for producing PSI guides; however, in urgent cases like chon-
drosarcomas, where no neoadjuvant therapies are effective, custom 
guides might be provided in 2 weeks [31,34]. On the other hand, with 

Fig. 5. A, 5b. ROBINS-I risk of bias assessment a. ROBINS-I summary plot of risk of bias assessment. b. ROBINS-I traffic lights plot of risk of bias assessment.  
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the exception of pre-operative planning, for SN there is no need of 
preoperative waiting time, therefore SN can be considered more 
appropriate than PSI for urgent cases [24]. Conflicting results have been 

reported with regards of intra-operative time using PSI. Studies have 
shown intra-operative time using SN between 15 and 65 min (Aponte- 
Tinao et al.; Cho et al.) [24,45].). Similar results stating the superiority 

Fig. 5. (continued). 
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of PSI in terms of shorter surgical time compared to SN in pelvis were 
presented by Gouin et al. [31], reporting a maximum of 5 min time 
needed for PSI guide positioning [31]. 14 min was instead the time re-
ported by Fujiwara et al. for SN intraoperative use, again far more than 
the 60–92 s reported by Biscaccianti et al. for PSI use [46]. On the other 
side, Evrard et al. reported no difference in intraoperative time between 
PSI and free hand technique [34]. Overall, the intraoperative time using 
PSI (ranging around 1 to 5 min) is less compared to SN registration time 
(ranging from 15 to 65 min). 

Focusing on intraoperative technical complication using SN, Young 
et al. reported that SN had to be interrupted in 2 out of 18 pelvic re-
sections due to inaccuracy in registration (registration error > 2 mm) 
linked to patient body mass index (BMI) and difficulty to expose suitable 
bony registration landmarks; the Authors reported the importance of a 
correct preoperative planning, also considering the cartilage cup or 
apophysis in children or adolescent patients [47]. On the other side, Jeys 
et al. reported no intraoperative complications for SN pelvic resections 
[6]. Another technical difficulty was discussed by Ould-Slimane et al., 
who reported 1 case out of six in which the system needed to be rein-
stalled. This however did not affect resection accuracy [48]. Compared 
to other results, the 2015 study of Stoll et al. presents the lowest accu-
racy results due to intraoperative technical limitation of SN; the Authors 
state that one of the major factors influencing a suitable registration is 
the correct manual registration of anatomical landmarks; therefore, a 
double check is mandatory by the surgeon for assuring the precise 
registration of the anatomical landmarks; moreover, the reported error 
by the navigation system (0.65 ± 0.15 mm) was far way less than the 
resulted one (12.2 ± 6.52 mm), arising concerns by the Authors on the 
feasibility of SN for sarcoma surgery [39]. Just like SN, PSI can also incur 
in intraoperative complications: two studies highlighted the technical 
difficulty in correctly fitting the jig on bones with complex anatomy due 
to soft tissues, stating that PSI should be therefore used by experienced 
surgeons, highly skilled in bone exposure [31,43]. The same concept 
was suggested by Jud et al. and Staats et al., who stated that it is critical 
that PSI systems are used by experienced surgeons as a lack of precision 
in positioning the jig might result in positive margins and/or impossi-
bility to reconstruct as originally planned [22,49]. 

Considering the learning curve for SN, Farfalli et al. in 78 patients 
who underwent bone tumour resection by experienced surgeons, 
showed that the mean intraoperative time reduced as more procedures 
were performed (mean intraoperative time of 31 min); however, the 
registration accuracy (0.9 mm) and the oncological results (negative 
margins in all 78 patients) didn’t show any improvement over time [50]. 
Therefore, both PSI and SN proved to be technically burdened by po-
tential intraoperative complications. Learning curve is demanding and 
depends on the ability to expose the bone to correctly fit the jig when 
using PSI and for bony landmarks registration when using SN. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Oncological margins 

In all studies presented both for long bones and pelvis, PSI and SN 
provided very good results in terms of oncological margins (negative 
margins ranging from 81% to 100%) and superior to free hand re-
sections (range of negative margins 50% to 100%). There were no 
studies reporting positive margins either for PSI and SN in long bones. In 
the pelvis, the majority of studies reported negative margins, but due to 
the more complex anatomy, margins results were poorer than in long 
bones both for PSI and SN. For both SN and PSI, positive margins in soft 
tissues are reported [28,31]; this highlights the concept that, despite 
these technologies might improve negative margins on bone, their ac-
curacy on soft tissue margin cannot be planned and therefore surgeons 
must be aware of this limitation. Especially in complex anatomy such as 
the pelvis, the rate of negative margins in bone improves when resection 
is performed using PSI and SN rather than freehand, but when the 

tumour comes out of the bone and involves soft tissues the use of PSI and 
SN doesn’t make any difference [13,29]. 

Poorer margin results reported in the pelvis might be explained by a 
number of factors: one is the length of osteotomy in iliac bone, and 
another is the importance of bone landmarks affecting the precision of 
the cut. One study reported the lowest accuracy on the longest osteot-
omy of their study [38]. Actually, an error in the inclination of the saw in 
the entry point produces an exit point more distant from the planned one 
depending on the length of the cut. Therefore, long osteotomies are more 
prone to a cutting error than shorter ones. Although this problem of 
osteotomy length has been reported only in PSI studies, we believe it 
might affect SN as well. The issue of topology of the bone and the pos-
sibility to expose suitable bony landmarks has been reported as a 
disadvantage for both PSI and SN [38,39]. In fact, not having specific 
bony landmarks for PSI planning and SN registration, as well as having 
difficulties to expose them due to complex anatomy, represents a factor 
negatively influencing accuracy of the cut for both techniques [38,50]. 
Specifically with regards to complex anatomy and restricted working 
space, PSI cut might be less accurate because of the difficulty to correctly 
fit the guide onto the bone due to limited exposure and soft tissue 
overlying the bone. In the same context, also SN shows disadvantages 
due to a narrow exposure of bony landmarks, critical to ensure that 
intra-operative registration is accurate. 

As expected by the results on negative margins, despite many papers 
reporting no local recurrence both for PSI and SN, the rate of local 
recurrence was higher in the pelvis compared to the extremities (13.0 
%–23.0% vs 1.44% − 8.96%). No studies reported local recurrence after 
PSI resection in the pelvis and the three studies stating local recurrences 
were on SN; nevertheless, in the three papers, it is not clear if the local 
recurrence is a bone recurrence or it is due to soft tissue involvement 
[6,27,29]; in fact, a bone recurrence would be product of an error in the 
planning or in the use of the technique; on the contrary, a soft tissue 
recurrence would depend on PSI or SN intrinsic limitation of not being 
able to plan soft tissue margin [13,32]. Therefore, despite PSI seems to 
be superior in these finding, we should be cautious in stating that PSI is a 
technique that provides less local recurrence than SN. However, the rate 
of local recurrence in the bone using PSI and SN is lower compared to the 
ones reported for resections without using cutting aids (13.0 %–23.0% 
vs 28%-35%) [6,13,25,51]. 

Most of the papers reported a similar cutting accuracy between PSI 
and SN. Overall, the mean error of the performed osteotomy compared 
to the planned one is usually < 5 mm both for PSI and SN, with the 
majority of studies presenting a mean error of less than 2 mm. Only the 
paper of Stoll et al. presented an accuracy significantly worse, with a 
mean cutting error of 1 cm for SN in the pelvis [39]. As stated by Zhang 
et al. a difference between long bones and pelvic resections was found in 
SN, stating that the safe margin should be 3.95 mm in pelvis and 2.69 
mm in long bones [33]. Other studies instead, despite the drawbacks 
already presented on pelvis’s complex anatomy, showed no difference 
between the accuracy of PSI and SN comparing pelvis and long bones 
[26,29,33,36]. 

Considering all the data reported, we found 5 mm a safe planned 
margin both for PSI and SN for a bone tumour resection. 

We therefore believe that PSI and SN are similarly helpful in negative 
margins results, accuracy of bone cut and rate of local recurrence, both 
achieving better outcomes in long bone than in pelvis. Furthermore, 
both are superior compared to free-hand resections. Length of the 
osteotomy, absence of suitable bone markers and restricted workspace 
represent a challenge for both techniques for preoperative planning and 
intraoperative registration; however, due to the presence of soft tissue 
overlying the bone impairing the desired fit of the jigs, PSI might be 
more affected by these features compared to SN, above all in restricted 
working spaces; moreover, SN has also the possibility to have a second 
check before cutting, while this is not possible with PSI. Potentially, 
these drawbacks related to length of osteotomy, restricted working 
space and bone topology, could be reduced with co-registration of pre- 
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operative scans with intra-operative CT [8]. Moreover, major attention 
on soft tissue margin must be taken during planning and resection as 
both techniques can’t plan soft tissue resection and reduce local soft 
tissue relapse. 

4.2. Reconstruction 

Both PSI and SN were developed for guaranteeing wide excision of 
the tumour while providing options for a suitable reconstruction, 
avoiding un-necessary loss of bone stock. In doing so, they proved to be 
reliable techniques for sparing bone and therefore giving the possibility 
of restoring functionality in patients after bone tumour resection. The 
majority of papers analyzed in this systematic review were focused on 
margins results and cutting precision. Nevertheless, the data we re-
ported confirmed the suitability of PSI and SN for providing satisfacto-
rily reconstruction options and functional scores. The MSTS score 
reported for reconstruction after juxta-articular and pelvis standard re-
sections by most studies were around 70% [30,52–54]. Both PSI and SN 
deemed to guarantee high scores in the data reported. Moreover, it has 
not been shown a significant superiority compared to each other, 
showing MSTS scores ranging around 80%-90%, regardless the type of 
reconstruction (biological or prosthetic), with higher scores in long 
bones (90%) than in pelvis (80%). Lower than the average rate showed 
by the majority of the studies, Fujiwara et al reported MSTS of 73% after 
SN periacetabular resection followed by ice-cone prosthesis recon-
struction, still higher than the control group who underwent free-hand 
resection (MSTS 55%) [30]. Thus, due to the possibility of custom-
izing resection using PSI or SN, sparing as much bone as possible, 
functional results are higher than the ones presented for free-hand re-
sections. Moreover, it is important to highlight that PSI offers the 
advantage to customize the allograft, which is not possible with SN 
(Fig. 6) [34,43]. Overall, PSI and SN showed similar functional results 
compared to each other, both for biological and prosthetic reconstruc-
tion, with higher scores in juxta-articular regions. 

4.3. Preoperative time of surgical planning, surgical intraoperative time, 
intraoperative complications, and learning curve 

The main difference between PSI and SN is linked to preoperative 
planning time and intraoperative timing. The major drawback for PSI 
compared to SN is the preoperative time needed for PSI jigs planning and 
production; studies agreed that the usual time needed is about three-four 
weeks, but in urgent cases PSI could be produced in 2 weeks [31,34]. 
There are clinical circumstances in which these times are not acceptable. 
An example could be a high grade chondrosarcoma in which no neo-
adjuvant therapies are available. Therefore, in these cases SN would be 
more suitable than PSI. On the other hand, no study reported compli-
cations with PSI because of the changes in tumour size and shape 
occurred during the preoperative planning time. In the studies pre-
sented, this might be linked to their use in tumours with effective neo-
adjuvant therapies maintaining neoplasms growth under control, 
avoiding increase in size that might harm the accuracy of the planned 
cut. 

On the contrary, the major drawback of SN compared to PSI is the 
increased intraoperative time used for registration, which in turn might 
affect infection rate; most of the papers presented intraoperative time 
ranging from 15 to 25 min, required for registration of bone landmarks 
necessary for intraoperative navigation [29] [57] [58]. Compared to 
that, PSI requires shorter intraoperative time, often needing less than 5 
min for jigs positioning. 

Looking at intraoperative complications, we found that the main 
cause for PSI complications was the difficulty to expose the bone for the 
proper jig fitting, as well as longer osteotomies leading to inaccurate cut; 
these issues might be worsened in bones with homogenous topology due 
to increased planning errors for the lacking of bone fiducials [2,31,38]; 
similarly, for SN, the difficulty to expose bone landmarks for registration 

was considered the most important cause of complication intra-
operatively, above all with patients with high BMI and in bones with 
homogenous topology [39,47]; however, the possibility to have a second 
check in SN registration, gives a chance to recognize errors, otherwise 
not possible to detect when positioning the jig; therefore, in restricted 
working space, in bones with homogenous topology and for long 
osteotomies, SN might be more suitable than PSI due to the possibility of 
a second check. 

Finally, studies agreed that both PSI and SN should be used by 
experienced surgeon for guaranteeing a correct exposure for jig posi-
tioning and SN registration, as well as of experience in detecting posi-
tioning or registration errors: errors in the cut might signify an 
intralesional resection or the impossibility to proceed with a custom 
reconstruction [31,50]. For the Authors, as the bone exposure for fitting 
the jig needs to be more accurate than the exposure for the positioning of 
the registration probe, PSI use might require even a longer learning 
curve than SN; however, no data are currently available to support this 
consideration. Overall, both are demanding techniques, potentially 
presenting technical issues during surgery. Neither of both can be 
considered superior to the other considering intraoperative complica-
tions or learning curve. 

We also aimed to report a cost assessment, but no comparison is 
possible between PSI and SN due to the lack of economic features in the 
paper we reviewed. 

Fig. 6. Intraoperative allograft cut using PSI. Using PSI it is possible to 
shape the allograft for matching the bone defect when a biological recon-
struction is performed. Differently to the cut in the native bone on the patient, 
this resection is less harmed by cut inaccuracy as no overlying soft tissues are 
present on the allograft. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this systematic review focused on bone tumour resections, PSI and 
SN showed similar results in providing negative margins, accuracy of the 
cut, rate of local recurrence and suitable functional reconstruction 
scores both for long bones and pelvis, yielding better results compared to 
standard resections. A planned margin of at least 5 mm from the tumour 
appeared to be safe for both, either in both long bones and pelvis, while 
not providing any benefit on soft tissue margin. 

Shorter intraoperative time represented the main advantage of PSI 
over SN. However, cutting errors related to long osteotomies, planning 
inaccuracy due to the homogenous topology of bone and restricted 
working spaces for correctly positioning the jigs seemed to affect PSI 
more than SN. As well, in urgent cases SN might be more indicated, to 
avoid long waiting times for PSI planning and production. Finally, for 
both, technical intraoperative complications can occur and surgical 
experience to properly expose the bone is mandatory. Overall, providing 
all advantages of PSI and SN compared to a standard resection, while 
potentially avoiding the disadvantages presented, robotic assisted sur-
gery and augmented reality could be the evolution of these techniques 
and the future of bone tumour resection. 
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